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i. Conceptual foundations

- Concepts refer to factual things and events
- Concepts name categories such as DV
- DV distinguished by characteristic properties
- Factual events can be observed by indicators
- No perfect data: Be aware of errors!
ii. National Victimization Surveys

- Theory: What is violence / domestic?
- Other questions: reporting & services
- Event – Experience – Expression
- Sampling
- Comparability
- Times series
iii. Crimes reported to the police

- Known vs. not known by the police
- Crimes in Criminal Code not violence
- Errors in entries
- Structured information
- Seriousness and reoccurrence
- Merging data from different registers
IV. Conclusions

• Data sources complement each other
• Data, but for what purpose?
• Theories and purposes point to data
• Focus on relevant data and properties
• Check errors and make corrections